
 

Although I was not able to stay at our last 

workshop it was great to see everyone busy 

working on either club or their owne projects as 

well as rex helping a new young visitor put 

together a train track on the floor and trying 

out his trains. 

Well done team. 

 

THE TRAIN SHED 

While in Dunedin recently I purchased some kato 

n gauge train sets from a friend  to add to my 

collection , they look great and  run well .   

Lochland and i have been working on his zig zag 

railway replacing some track and  wireing, putting 

in the reed switches to controll the points. Then 

test run and now the train works its way up the 

zig zag to the top then back down again all by 

itself ,cool./// Now more work on the scenery 

etc .                                                        Andrew 
 

A great time had by all, but should the name be 

changed? This year the show was not at the 

Forbury Race Course. Instead it was held at the 

Mosgiel bowling club. Anyone that participated in 

our own Cromwell show will know what that 

means. Good lighting and open spaces. 

In organising our layout to this event I 

approached Dunstan Contracting for the use of a 

vehicle to tow our trailer there and back. I was 

loaned an almost new (700km) ute for the 

weekend. This made for a considerably more 

comfortable and easy trip. Rex travelled down 

with me on Friday morning, meeting Andrew and 

David there to help with the set up. Our location 

allowed an inside “L” using 9 modules. 

The layout ran well. Although we had one of our 

original trains finally stop and the decision was 

made not to repair it. Another had a “little” melt 

down and is now in Rex’s capable hands for 

repair. Andrew ran a lot of his equipment which 

struggles to get around his own smaller layouts. 

One novel idea that Trevor tried was a raffle at 

S a tu r d a y  n i g h t s  f u n c t i o n .  T h er e  w a s 

considerable discussion about what a winning 

prize should look like. 

Everyone enjoyed the new location and had a 

great weekend. All ready looking forward to next 

years event. 

Thoughts from Andrew 

Community House Workshop 

Sunday 11th June 1-4 

Meeting 4-5 
… and … 

Scout Hall Workshop 

Sunday 18th June 1-5 

Dunedin Show - Simon 



Our last workshop at the scout hall went off 

well. We had 2 boys come for a visit which soon 

turned into a big train playing session as one 

bought his 60litre tub of trains and soon had 

them running on the floor while the other soon 

got into building a model. I suspect they both 

had a great time and went away with a 

membership form so watch this space. 

 

The funding for our trailer brakes has been 

approved so now we are looking for 2 volunteers 

to go and give a short speech at the Masonic 

lodge next month and collect the cheque. Then 

we can set about getting the brakes fitted – 

possibly when we go to the Christchurch train 

show. The boxes for under the trailer have been 

started (2 out of 5 complete) it just took a while 

to work out the best shape and size – one large 

box to hold 16 bases to go in the left front and a 

smaller box left rear to hold more bases and the 

jack and heavy stuff – 3 smaller boxes up the 

right hand side 1m x 0.5m to hold legs etc and 

these are able to be turned upside down to use 

as viewing platforms. 

 

Last Monday night 2 small children (accompanied 

by Dad) came and visited my model room to 

check out what I did in the way of modelling and 

of course I had to make the train go. They spent 

over an hour checking things out so maybe some 

more potential modellers ??? 

 

Progress has been made on the modelling front – 

the B29 has had to have some gussets fitted to 

the wings since I cut out half the side out to 

view the interior the wings flexed and were 

cracking the fuselage ( and it hasn’t even got to 

the display table yet) and causing the bomb 

doors to fall off. Some more weathering done on 

it and the tail ladder fitted. Ill wait till I stop it 

bending before I fit the propellers and then it’s 

done. While I was working on my Condor Jude 

came round and did a bit more to his Airfix 

Mosquito and got the interior ready to be fitted 

(see photo). I finally finished masking and 

painting the canopy and upper turret on the 

Condor and got the bombs attached and then 

fitted the top turret and got some exhaust 

staining done and some chipping and weathering 

and the props fitted (see it doing a final 

approach over Hillside railway) so just a bit more 

weathering and the matt cote and we’re done – 

been in progress for over 10 years. 

 

Thoughts from Steve 



Part 4 wrapped up this series of articles by 

describing testing and evaluation of point 

motors, and corrective work made to points. This 

‘unplanned’ Part 5 is added to the series because 

the opportunity was taken to put Max's 

Meatworks into use at the Cromwell Train Show 

– 2017. This article reports some train show 

findings. 

 

N Central Configuration 

The COMS's modular layout is called 'N Central' 

and may be configured in any arrangement of its 

13 modules, or more choices if members 

compatible modules are included. At the 

Cromwell Train Show – 2017 we used a short 

arrangement of five modules with Max's Meat 

Works in the centre position. In general the 

module worked well and was again commented on 

by members of the public for its scenic effect – 

nicely justifying the time spent on refurbishing. 

 

Point Motors 

Because the Meat Works virtual point control 

had not yet been added to all smartphone 

handsets, point control was solely by use of the 

rear control panel. In the noisy environment of 

the hall, members could not hear Cobalt point 

motors operating. Because the motors take 

about 2 seconds to switch, the operator would 

try the control switch in the one direction, see 

nothing immediately happening (as with Peco 

'snap' motors) and try the other direction, then 

find the point had actually switched and was now 

resetting itself back to its former position. 

 

The operating time of a slow Cobalt motor is 

relatively fixed, so a probable cure for this issue 

would be to change the panel toggle control 

switch to a pair of 'momentary make' push 

buttons. The operator could glance at a point to 

see its setting, then pushes the correct button 

if a change is required. 

 

As noted previously the ESU switchPilot-Servo 

controller caused point motors to 'twitch' 

whenever track power was restored. A track 

issue caused random outages (see later) so the 

twitch issue was noticeable. A possible line of 

investigation is to separate the rail and power 

feeds to the ESU controller and see what 

results from maintaining permanent controller 

power during track outage events. 

 

Track Outages 

As a part of the DC power configuration of the 

original module, Max had built in a cunning 

system to prevent locomotives on a siding from 

approaching too close to a point thrown against 

that route. He had shifted a power isolation 

point at a point to about 200mm into the siding. 

This meant that an approaching DC loco would 

automatically halt at the 200mm point because 

the following section of track would be shorted – 

i.e no track power. 

 

With a DCC loco, when a loco crossed the gap 

between the normal siding and the temporarily 

shorted track section, the short would be 

detected by the track controller which would 

automatically trip out the track power. The 

answer to this issue is to move the rail isolating 

break back to beside the controlled point and 

for operators not to run traffic through a point 

set against their train. 

 

Track Wobbles 

A consistent carriage 'wobble' was observed at 

one section of track. A test will be required to 

check track levels and to correct any rail height 

differences that might be causing this issue. 

Max's Meat Works Upgrade 

(Part 5 of 5) 

Rex Johnson Jan–Feb 2017 


